CIRCLE OF EXCELLENCE

Circle of Excellence Department Monetary Award - $1,000 to the Department if they achieve all criteria for the Circle of Excellence.

DEPARTMENT    PRESIDENT
Alabama         Paulette Murray
Alaska          Roberta Ness
Arizona         Sheila Lee Eiler
Arkansas        Tonya Bohannon
California      Mary Ryser
Colorado        Patsy Gilmore
Delaware        Faye Simerly Caldwell
Florida         Nancy Cone
Hawaii          Stanford Shiroma
Idaho           Catherine Wayment
Indiana         Jennifer Morris
Iowa            Kathryn McDonald
Kentucky        Cindy Kohrs
Louisiana       Kolleen Herndon
Maine           Brenda Blair
Maryland        Cynthia Davis
Massachusetts   Elizabeth Barrett
Michigan        Della Steege
Minnesota       Francesca "Frankie" Bill
Mississippi     Sharon Wade
Missouri        Rowena Grigsby
Montana         Billie Jo Brue
Nevada          Cindy Kaminski
New Mexico      Kelly Fouse
New York        Debbie Casella
Ohio            Tracy Fife
Oklahoma        Iva Turman
Pennsylvania    Sandra Wilder
South Carolina  Valarie Dayson
Texas           Donna James
Vermont         Sheila Spaulding
Virginia        Marcia Semones
Washington      Kathleen Naff
Wyoming         Ruth Herdt